
Sr. No.
Date of 
incident

Train No Motorman HQ Detail of good work Given by
CASH/
CERT

Remark

1 4/9/2022 DL-42 B N GOSWAMI CSMT
While working Tr no DL-42,  motorman noticed sig no MLND S-17 was give 
Yellow with diversion which was wrong. He stopped train and informed 
Train manager and LPC. Afterwards Signal was put back and proper signal 

ADEE CERT Wrong Signal

2 4/11/2022 TL-44 S M PAWASKAR KYN

while working TL-44, after reaching at KJRD stn DN train TM informed him 
that cloth hanging on UP LL OHE, he informed the matter to his TM. 
Afterward he started the train with due precaution and negotitaion he 
stopped the train at KM 24/104 and saw flexi cloth around 6 fit long 
hanging on OHE, he removed the same with help of wooden stick. Total 
detention on spot 05 minutes     

ADEE CERT OHE obstruction

3 4/14/2022 BL-6 S P RASHINKAR KYN

While working BL-6 (SLOW LOCAL), after deaprture from KYN motorman 
noticed signal No KYN S-8 was given green which is for UPTH local. He 
stopped the train before signal and informed to Train manager about 
wrong signal. Afterwards Signal was put back and proper signal Yellow with 
diversion which is for slow local was given.

ADEE CERT Wrong Signal

4 4/22/2022 S-17 R K CHAVDA KYN

While working Tr No. S-17, motorman noticed a nylon saree stuck in OHE 
at KM 66/34. He immediately stopped with emergency brakes but nylon 
saree entangled on panto of M/C 5334C. He informed Train Manager and 
as TSRT was unavailable. M/man lowered same panto and isolated coach 
5334C and worked train safely upto KJT. at KJT station OHE staff removed 
nylon saree from panto.

ADEE CERT OHE obstruction

5 4/24/2022 VSH SPL 19 N V PATIL CSMT

While working Tr no VSH SPL 19; motorman noticed an iron sheet of 
approx 6'X3' on DN HB track, between KM 6H/122 & 6H/124 in CTGN-SVE 
section. He stopped train before KM No 6H/122 and informed Train 
manager. He secured train & removed that iron sheet from track and 
placed by side of track safely and worked safely up to destination

ADEE CERT Obstruction

6 4/27/2022 A-37 RAMESH S SONI KYN

While working Tr No. A-37, motorman noticed a big piece of trapulin 
hanging from catenary wire to contact wire of OHE while approaching 
SNRD stn. He immediately press EMG-OFF push button and stopped the 
train with emergency brakes. He informed Train Manager by PA and LPC by 
Mobile. After removal of tarpulin, m/man worked train safely up to ABH 
and back upto KYN

ADEE CERT OHE obstruction

7 4/30/2022 B-9 S P KAMBLE CSMT

While working Tr no. B-9, after passing VDLR station motorman noticed 
RVJ/ S-9 signal was given Yellow diversion instead of green/ Yellow. He 
immediately stopped his train and informed train manager to inform SCOR 
and LPC.  Later on right signal was given and worked safely upto 
destination.

ADEE Wrong Signal

GOOD WORK DONE BY RUNNING STAFF- FROM APRIL-2022 to JULY-2022



8 4/30/2022 PL-187 M L MEENA CSMT

While working Tr No PL-187, while approaching BEPR at KM 35/15, 
motorman noticed that a lady getting hit and fell down in between tracks. 
He immediately applied emergency brakes & stopped train. He checked 
and found her alive. He picked up injured lady & put her in train with help 
of public. Later he handed over injured lady to BEPR SM. 

ADEE CERT Injured person

9 5/4/2022 TNU-60 R S UPADHYAY PNVL

While working Tr No TNU-60, while approaching KM 36/11 motorman 
noticed obstruction on km 36/11  on up trake. He stopped the train before 
the obstruction i.e. iron rod which was about 6 mtrs in length and handed 
over to petroling GRP ( Sarode).  After removal iron rod , m/man worked 
train safely up to TNA.  

ADEE CERT Obstruction

10 5/5/2022 AN-16 C L KUREL KYN

While working Tr No. AN-16, motorman noticed a cloth hanging on OHE 
after KDV starter signal at KM 79/19. He immediately stopped the train 
with emergency brakes. He informed Train Manager & LPC. M/man cleared 
section by lowering the two leading pantograph and then two trailing 
pantograph.

ADEE CERT OHE obstruction

11 5/5/2022 11059 DN SATISH KUMAR ALP/CSMT
While working Tr No 11059 DN as ALP, train halted on KALU river bridge 
near Titwala due to ACP in second coach from rear. ALP reset alarm chain 
from under the train as train coach was crowded.

DRM, GM Monthly safety 
Award in Jun2022, PCSO 

Award in Jun 2022
CERT+1000 ACP RESET

12 5/7/2022 A-26 BHUVANENDRA KUMAR CSMT

While working Tr no A-26 from ABH PF No. 3, starter signal S-21 was given 
yellow at 10:12 hrs, shedual Dep. 10:15 hrs. M/Man inform to TM through 
2 beats about the signal. TM aknowlage and gave 2 beats to start the train. 
but that time M/Man noticed sig no ABH S-21 was suddenly yellow to red. 
M/Man didn't start the train and same informed to TM, Dy S.S. ABH, 
section controler and LPC. as per DY S.S. signal was put back for prefarance 
to Duranto Express (Tr. No. 12220 UP). 

ADEE CERT Signal Put back

13 5/11/2022 N-12
UMESH CHANDRA 

GOGIA
KYN

While working Tr No N-12, at KM 64/20 in KDV-TL section motorman 
noticed that a lady lay down on track. He applied emergency brakes and 
stopped train while whsitling continuously. He informed Train manager. 
Later that lady handed over to RPF.

ADEE CERT
Save life of 

person

14 5/12/2022 BL-12 S K JOSHI KYN

While working BL-12 ex kyn. while passing between GC-VVH at km no. 
17/146 he saw one in jured person was lying down beside of fifth line 
track. he immediately stopped the train and informed to guard Shri Nitish 
kumar and picked up that person and handed over to S.M. CLA.

ADEE CERT Injured person

15 5/15/2022 MEMU 61011 S V TONGLE KYN

While taking charge of of train motorman checked underframe of train and 
noticed Wheel R1 air suspension frame was badly broken. He imeediately 
informed LPC. TSRT attended and cancelled train. Empty rake was sent 
back to KCS

ADEE CERT
broken 

underframe



16 5/16/2022 K-106 (15 car)
Shaikh Mushtaq 

mohammed
KYN

While working K-106 (15 car), motorman noticed that Byculla S-34 was 
given yellow diversion for UP local which was wrong since 15 car rake is 
earmark for PF No 7 only. He informed train manager and LPC. Later proper 
signal was put on and given right signal green for UP through line so that 
train can be taken on PF no 7.

ADEE CERT Wrong Signal

17 5/16/2022 PBL-2 SABU ANTHONY CSMT

While working Tr no PBL-2,motorman noticed DR S-27 was given yellow 
diversion for UP through line while his train was slow and terminating at 
PR and ER to sdg. He immediately applied brakes and stopped train; 
informed train manager. Later proper signal was given and worked safely 
upto destination  

ADEE CERT Wrong Signal

18 5/16/2022 T-109 VIKAS B PATIL CSMT

While working T-109, motorman accomapanied by Sr. DEE (TRSO) noticed 
TNA S-19 was given yellow for PF No 2 which was wrong as Train was for 
return to CSMT. Again signal was given yellow, thus Sr. DEE talked with LPC 
and proper signal yellow with diversion was given.

ADEE CERT Wrong Signal

19 5/19/2022 SKP-7 K B Choudhary KYN

While working Tr No- SKP-7, motorman started train from KJT PF after 
signal S-56 was given green. He noticed next signal S-17 was red . He 
immediately stopped train before signal and informed train manager. Later 
on right signal was given and worked safely upto destination.

ADEE CERT Wrong Signal

20 5/19/2022 B-32 SHIBU CHACHO PNVL

While working Tr no B-32, motorman noticed a cable hanging from road 
bridge to contact wire of OHE near KM 14/05 in Bandra-Mahim section. He 
stopped train immediately and informed train manager, Dy. SS and LPC. 
OHE staff removed cable and motorman worked safely upto destination.

ADEE CERT OHE obstruction

21 5/21/2022 DI - 10 S G GAVADE CSMT
While working Tr. No. DI-10, signal no. S-61 was red after some time was 
given yellow with diversion for M/EXP PF. Hence informed all concern and 
signal put back and proper signal given and Train accepted at PF No. 6 

ADEE CERT Wrong Signal

22 5/21/2022 K-32 DAUDAYAL S KYN
While working K-32 (15 car), signal No S-48 was RED and stopped and after 
some time was given Yellow with Diversion for PF No.5 hence Motorman 
informed all concern and signal put back and again given for PF No.7 

ADEE CERT Wrong Signal

23 5/23/2022 11056 (IGP-LTT)
Matloob Siddiqui

Abhay Lumar
LPG/KYN

Sr ALP/ CSMT

While working Tr No 11056 (IGP-LTT) crew noticed that signal no KYN S-78 
was given yellow diversion for KYN yard. He immediately stooped his train 
and informed LPC. Later on signal was put back and proper signal yellow 
was given.

DEE/TRO CERT

24 5/23/2022 AN-14 Vijay Prakash CSMT

While working Tr No AN-14 (SLOW LOCAL) KYN S-8 was given green for UP 
TH Fast corridor instead of yellow diversion for Slow corridor. Hence 
M/man stopped train; signal was put back and after 4 min proper signal 
yellow diversion was given.

ADEE CERT Wrong Signal

25 6/4/2022 PL 115 GUMMADI DAS CSMT

While working Train no PL115 ex csmt ,While passing Chembur station He 
saw One person was fallen  from UP direction train and was lying besides 
the track in unconcious condition at km 18/4 ,He immidiately stopped the 
train and kept that person in his train with help of passengers and 
handover him at MNKD station to RPF

ADEE CERT Injured person



26 6/9/2022 BR-46 K C AMBADE CSMT

While working Tr no. BR-46, he noticed one person lying injured on UP HB 
line ar mast no. 01/H243. He immediately stopped train. He picked up 
person with help of passangers and kept him in luggage compt., and 
handed over to Dy SS CSMT and GRP.

ADEE CERT Injured person

27 6/12/2022 C-29 D A YADAV CSMT

While working Tr No C-29, motorman noticed that CLA S-1 was given 
double yellow for PF no 1 whereas his train was CLA terminating train and 
his pairing train was C-28 in UP direction. from PF no 1 train can go in 
carshed and DN direction only not in UP direction. Hence he stopped his 
train and informed all the concern. Signal was put back and given yellow 
diversion for PF no 3

ADEE CERT Wrong Signal

28 6/17/2022 TV-28 N K MEENA PNVL

While working Tr No TV-28, negotiating 20 Kmph TSR; motorman noticed a 
tempo was standing near UP THB track near KM 35/25 which could have 
been fatal to the train. He immediately stopped the train and informed 
Train manager through PAS. After taking the tempo ahead, he proceeded 
and worked safely.

ADEE CERT Obstruction

29 6/23/2022 PL-90 Rahul S Nakhwa PNVL

While working PL-90 motorman saw a thin but very long iron rod 
approximately 20/25 feet long was lying on the track km. 48/04 on UP HB 
Line. He stopped before obstruction, secured train and got down. He 
removed the obstruction & informed Gd. He started and further worked 
safely upto destination, reached RT.

ADEE CERT Obstruction

30 6/26/2022 PL-132 G S Thorve PNVL

While working Tr No PL-132, while entering CLA PF No 08 one young boy 
trying to climb on middle of PF but fell down on track. On seeing this 
M/man applied emergency brakes and train stopped middle of PF and this 
boy was taken out safely by on duty constable.

ADEE CERT
Save life of 

person

31 6/27/2022 12335 UP
Murlidhar Sharma

Rahul Rai
LPG, Sr 

ALP/CSMT

On date 27/06/2022 Loco Pilot Shri Murlidhar Sharma & Asstt. Loco Pilot 
Shri Rahul Rai, HQ CSMT booked to work train No. 12335 UP with loco No. 
37075/WAP7/SRC. While passing DIVA-PSK Neutral Section they noticed 

that one tree is fallen on track (6th line) at KM 37/03 before Parsik 
tunnel. So LP immediately applied emergency brakes and ALP also 
operated RS valve and stopped the train. Then he informed the 
same to Train Manager & TLC on duty. 

DEE/TRO CERT

32 7/4/2022
K-111 (SLOW 

LOCAL)
R P PRADHAN KYN

While working  K111 (Slow  train), motorman noticed  that 
signal TNA S-2 was given yellow diversion instead of green / Yellow. He 
stopped his train and informed  to Section controller through  Train 
manager and TLC  SUB. Signal was given Green later on.

ADEE CERT Wrong Signal

33 7/7/2022 PL-37 S N KAMBLE CSMT

While working Tr NO. PL-37, motorman observed in MSD-SNRD section at 
KM 1/120H building wall collapsed and debries came on DNHB track. He 
stopped train by emergency brakes & turned on flasher light. He informed 
train manager & LPC regarding same.

DRM CERT+1000 Obstruction



34 7/10/2022 PCPK-JNPT
Chandrakant Ram
Prasad Jamdade

LPG, ALP 
PNVL

On date 10/07/2022 Loco Pilot Goods Shri Chandrakant Ram and ALP Shri 
Prasad Jamdade, HQ PNVL booked to work train No. PCPK-JNPT with loco 
No. 33180/WAG9/CNB. While taking over charge at PNVL Line No. 4, they 
noticed L-1 (Wheel No. 1) primary suspension helical spring was in broken 
condition. They immediately informed to on duty CLI & TLC. Further Loco 
declared failed and detached from train & sent to KYN with restricted 
speed. 
In view of above, their good cautious observation and timely action 
prevents an untoward incidence. 

DEE/TRO CERT

35 7/11/2022 MTJ-CBD Santosh Kumar Singh
LPG/PNVL

Good work done by Pnvl Lpg Mr Santosh Kr Singh 
While working on train no MTJ-CBD  ex Pnvl towards Roha end, noticed 
one of wagon of train no KDLP UMD wheels not rolling and which was 
sliding on track which was moving towards Kjt parallelly. Immediately he 
alerted the Loco pilot of fighter train. Stopped and 
Called C&W as it was damm jammed.  C &w also try to release by isolating 
DV and pin out.  Finally by loosing brake cylinder stud, brake released and 
kept isolated and allowed to work. 
Train stopped at 09/52hrs and and restarted at 10/27hrs from km 68 /52 
between Pnvl Mohpe stn. 
So, one flat tyre case avoided by alert Lpg

DEE/TRO CERT

36 7/13/2022 T-19 RAM KISHORE SONWANI KYN

After passing signal TNA S-4 motorman negotiate facing point no 107B 
properly, while approaching Point no 107A End i.e. on trailing point 
observed there is gap betweeen stock rail & tongue rail near Junction of 
Head (JOH). Thus Motorman stopped his train at 08:47 Hrs in view of 
safety. Motorman informed train manager & LPC and called P-way staff 
who attended the said point. 

ADEE CERT Point not set

37 7/14/2022 22149
G P RATHORE 

SANJAY KUMAR
LPG/KYN

ALP/CSMT

On date 13.07.2022 LPG/KYN Shri G P Rathore and ALP/CSMT Shri Sanjay 
Kumar while working Train No. 22149 passes Chauk station at 03:02 hrs 
and while passing inside the tunnel No. 2 between Chauk-KHT a tree 
branch fallen on pantograph of loco at KM 91/3-4. LPG immediately lowers 
the panto and cleared the tunnel in coasting and stopped the train after 
clearing tunnel at KM 94/09 and informed the section controller. After 
arrival of OHE & Engg staff  cleared the tree branches and despatched the 
train at 04:48 hrs. Timely and prompt action by them prevented panto 
entanglement and major damage to OHE & saved the detention of train.

DEE/TRO CERT

38 7/16/2022 A-10 RAM SHABD KYN
While working Train no A-10 ,While leaving ABH siding he saw one person 
was fallen on the track in unconcious condition. He immidiately stopped 
the train and informed TM & Dy SS ABH. He handed over him to RPF ABH.

ADEE CERT
Save life of 

person



39 7/16/2022 PLVD-32 P S VIJAY KUMAR CSMT

While working Train no PLVD-32, While entering VDLR PF no 2,  he saw one 
person jumped from platform and laid down on track. He immidiately 
stopped the train and informed TM. He removed that person from track 
with help of public & handed over to RPF.

ADEE CERT
Save life of 

person

40 7/21/2022 TK-22 V M Pawar KYN

While working Train no TK-22, motorman observed signal no TNA 86 was 
given Yellow for PF no 4, which was wrong as its pairing train was TA-3 and 
can not proceed in DN direction from PF no 4. Motorman stopped train & 
informed train manager immediately. Signal was put back and proper 
signal was given

ADEE CERT Wrong Signal


